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Abstract 

An argument is presented to show that contrary to土heprevailing 

lore there would be no asymmetrical aging to the twins whoseparate and 

reunite after a high speed relative motion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The twin paradox is a vexing中lestionthat has been disputed time 

and again since the inception of relativity theory. According to the 

prevailing lore， the twin paradox is no paradox at all and asymmetrical 

aging occurs to the twins. The long history of the controversy，1) how-

ever， indicates that the argument for the majority view is not completely 

convincing. In fact， a naive question from a nonscience student 

motivated me to reexamine this argument， and it will be revealed in the 

present paper that no asymmetrical aging would be possible. This result 

will be discussed in the light of experimental evidence of the time dilata-

tion effect. 

11. ANALYSIS BY THE TWIN A T REST 

Following Lord Halsbury， 2) 1 simplify the twin problem as a 

1) A convenient list of references is gi ven in L. Marder， Timeαnd the 
Spαce-Trαvelle;・(GeorgeAllen & Unwin， London， 1971). 

2). Lord Halsbury， L瓦scovery18， 174 (1957). 
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problem of three brothers. Brother A is at rest in an inertial system 

and brother B moves away from A at constant speed v. Later， B pass缶

brother C， who is approaching A at the same speed. Unless other-

wise stated， A， B， and C are supposed to be situated at the ongms 

of inertial systems. The direction of B' s motion is taken as the x 

axes of these systems. A and B set their clocks to zero when they sepa-

rate. The crux of the problem is how to set the zero of time for C. 

This can be best illustrated in a twφdimensional spac令timediagram， 

which is shown in Fig. 1. Forsimplicity， the space axes of B' s and 

C' 5 inertial systemsa跨 omitted.

ct 
ct" 

X 

Figure 1. 0， R， and Q represent the separation of A and B， the rendezvous 

of B and C， and the meeting of A and C， respectively. P 
is the midpoint of the world-line OQ. R' is simu1taneous with 

R from B' s . viewpoint. R" and 0" are simul毛aneouswi th R 

and 0， respectively， from C' s standpoint. 

In a standard argument， the zero of C' s time is fixed in such a 

way that C's time agreeswith B's time when B and C meet; C's 
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time is counted from the point 0 I in Fig. 1. In this case， the in-

formation conveyed to C from. B at R appears to A undistorted; the 

points 0 and 0 I are simultaneous， and B' s and C' s clocks read the 

same. Therefore， the suるstitution of C for B poses no difficulty 

for A. Thus， when C passes A， it appears to A that C' s clock 

stands at T(l-β勺112 where T is the reading of A' s own clock and 

s = v/c， with c the speed of light; the traveling brothers' reading is less 

than the stay-atトhomebrother' s. Throughout this paper， all readings 

will be given in terms of T， A' s pro予ertime interv al between 0 and Q. 

111. ANALYSIS BY THE TWIN IN MOTION 

Now， 1 児 viewthe whole process from the. traveling brothers' stanι 

point. AIso in this case， B' s reading at豆 isT(1-β2)112/2， which is 

counted from O. The. point R， however， is no longer simultaneous 

with the point P. Furthermore， the point 0・isnot simultaneous with 

the point 0 I either from B' s' standpoint or from C' s standpoint; the 

simultaneity of 0 and 0 I holds only for brother A. 狂ence，contrary 

to the discussion given from A' s viewpoint， brother C cannot substitute 

himself for brother B since it does not appear to C that he was born 

at the same time as B; the mere fact that C has a different. history 

about his birth disqualifies him for ぬis substitution. . (The three 

brothers are assumed to be born at the zeros of time of t註eirrespective 

inertial systems.) The absence of universal simultaneity of B's and 

. C' s birthdays is a direct consequence of the fact that they belong to 

different inertial systems and were bo:r:-n at different points in space. 

For the substitution of C for B to m誌 esense physically to C， 

the zero of σs time must be shifted to 0 n ， which. ap予earsto C 

simultaneous wi油 O. In that case， B and C no longer agree at 
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R; C' s clock reads -T (1 +β2) /2 (1-j3 2) 11 2 at R， 3) while B' s clock 

reads T(1-j32)1I2 /2. This has the conse司uencethat， if B leaves his 

inertial system and joins that of C at R， B' s clock must advance upon 

changing inertial systems by the amount 41r= T (1十戸2)/2 (1一β2)1I2_T

x(1-j32)U2 /2. This is based on the following argument. 

In addition to the three brothers as defined above， 1 introduce 

two more brothers D and E born at 0 I and 0， respectively; D keeps 

moving side by side with C， and E moves alongside of B as far as R 

and then leaves B' s inertial system to join C' s system and moves with 

C thereafter. Figure 2 shows the relevant portion. of the space-time 

diagram in an exaggerated fashion. After the event R， brothers C， D， 

and E are at the same point in space， wi th their clocks ticking at the 
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Figure 2. Worlιlines of four brothers B， C， D， and E. 00 11 and 

o t ， ， 0 t are simultaneity lines for C， or D. 

same rate. Although， according to the conventional treatment， the read-

ings of D' s and E' s clocks are the same， D cannot mimic E sina his 

birth point 0' does not appear to him simultaneous with E' s birth point 

O. Hence， for a OllEトt争 onecorrespondence. between the age and the 

3) This can be 0 btaIned by noting that 0" R: 0 R" = 1: (1-s 2)1t2， or 0" R: OR 
= 1: (1-s t勺112 where s I =。γc，with lF the relative speed of B and C 

given by 2v(1十戸2)-1
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clock reading to hold， E' s clock must be modified to read differently 

after R. Since E wiU appear to D “older" than D by the amount 

corresponding to 00'''， which is equal to 0'0" in his own teロns，

E's clock must read the same as C's clock. This .is the reason for 

the rapid advancement of E's clock at the changeover point豆.

This rapid advancement reflects the fact that the memory B retains 

of his birth must not be impaired upon changing inertial systems. To 

my knowledge， no account has been taken of this plain fact in the works 

published' so far. 1n the traditional treatment， no rapid advancement 

occurs in B' s clock upon changing inertial systems at R while A' s 

clock appears to advance instantaneously from R' to R':. It Is in-

teresting to note that the following relation holds in the present tteatト

ment: 

L1r'= L1τ(1_s2)1I2， (1) 

where L1τ， is the interval R' R" Formally， E司・ ( 1) is the same as 

the usual formula of time dilatation. However， the roles of' L1r and 

L1r' are interchangedhere; in the cOIlventional formula， L1r as appearing 

in the form of Eq. (1) refers to an inertial system to which theobser-

ver belongs and Llr' refers to αny moving system whereas in Eq. (1) L1r 

refers to the combined system of B and C， i.e.， a noninertial system， 

with L1τ， referring to the inertial system of A. 

It thus follows that C's readingat Q is T(1 + P2)/2 (1一β2)112+T 

X (1-s2)1I2/2= T 1(1-s2)1I2; it appears to C that A ages less. There-

fore， we are led to the seemingly paradoxical result that it is always 

the moving brother 也氏 agesless either from A's standpoint or from the 

combined angle of B and C. This result， however，. is not a real para-

dox， the reason being as follows: Since brothers A and C are still in 
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relative motion when they compare their clocks at the point Q， t主esyrrト

metrical部 sertionis quite natural rather than absurd. 

The inevitable qu鎚 tionwhich紅色esis what will happen to the reaι 

ing of C' s cloc註ifi t comes to a sudden stop・ Theanswer is provided 

by an argument similar to that for treating the changeover at R. The 

ongm of time for C's cloc孟 αifterJ01mng A' s system must remain 

simultaneous with 0 I • Otherwise， brother C will lose， upon changing in-

ertial systems， his memory that the time of his birth corresponds to the 

point 0 '. Hence， C's clock must advance upon coming to a stop at Q 

by the amount T -T (1-P 2) 112 i in complete aεreemen t wi th A' s reading. 

This is the result obtained from A' s point of view. A similar result 

can be obtained from C' s viewpoint; A' s clock appears to advance， upon 

joining C' s inertial system at Q. by T / (1-P 2) 112 - T to read T / (1 -

P 2) 112， which is e司ualto the reading of C' s clock. 

1 have thus shown that an identical tViin who parts company with his 

brother remaining in an inertia~ system and later joins him would find 

that they are the same age though they would appear not to be the same 

age while in relative motion. This assertion per se has been persist-

ently made by a small minority of authors in vain. 

IV. CONSISTENCYWITH EXPERIMENT 

. 1 now turn to discuss this result in the light of experiments verify-

ing the time dilatation effect. The most relevant experiment is' the 

muon lifetime me鎚 urementof Bailey et αL 4) They showed wi th high 

preclslOn that the muons circling in the CERN storage ring enjoyed 

4) . J. Bailey， K. Borer， F. Combley， H. Drumm. F. Krienen， Fo Lange， 
E. Picasso， W. von Huden， F. J. M.Farley， J. H. Field， W. 
Flegel， and P. M. Hattersley， Nature 268， 301 (1977). 
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a lifetime prolonged just as predicted by relativity theory. The usual 

interpretation thatthis demonstration confirms the asymmetrical aging 

effect is rather rash because Bailey et aL have iwt examinedwhat will 

happen to the circling muons if they come to a sudden stop. One might 

argue that such a study was actually made a long time ago by Nereson 

and豆ossi.5) This， however， is not correct for the following reお on.

They investigated the effect of stoppage in various absorbers on the life-

time of cosmic ray muons and reported that no effect was observed. More 

precisely， it is the behavior of muonsαifter coming to a stop in the absor-

ber that was actually investigated. The muons were found to decay in 

the same mode as those at rest and no dependence on the absorber was 

observed. 

What is important to the present problem， however， is the decay 

mode of the mu∞1拘onsdur初i

In Ref. 5， counts from the decaying muons in this interval were詑 garded

as spurious for technical reasons and were not considered seriou-sly. 

Only those counts that were recorded thereafter were analyzed in detail. 

The counts in the interval in question do not follow the exponential 

formthat was determind from those recorded in the ensuing time interval; 

they lie much higher than the extrapolated 'exponential curve. The devia-

tion from the exponential law in the upward direction is consistent with 

the result of the present paper; the excess muons must decay during the 

brief perind of braking because， according to our result， no permanent 

effect due to the motion should be left on the muons that have come to a 

stop. The possibility thus arises that this ultra rapid decay is respon-

sible for the abov争 mentioneddeviation. 

‘ Finally， 1 should comment on the flying clock experiment by Hafele 

5) N. Nereson and B. Rossi， Phys. Reu. 64， 199 (1943). 
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and Keating. 6) They compared four cesium atomic clocks aboard a jet 

airliner flying around the world with the one left on the earth and found 

differences of the order 10-8 --1 0-7 sec. These differences， however， 

appear to be critically dependent on their procedureof analyzing collected 

data， thus leaving the possibility that refining this point may offset 

the reported effect. It is added that 1 am not alone in司uestioning

the validity of the. Hafel&Keating experiment. 7) 

In sum， the relevant experimental facts and the result of this paper 

are not in clear contradiction. 
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